A central role for epidermal segment border cells in the induction of muscle patterning in the Drosophila embryo.
The correct patterning of muscles in the Drosophila embryo depends on the migration of developing muscles over the ectoderm and on the attachment of these muscles to specific attachment sites. We investigate the mechanisms that are involved in this process and describe experiments that allow a genetic dissection of the role of the ectoderm in muscle migration and attachment. We show that cells along the segmental border in the ectoderm are used by the developing muscles to reach their attachment sites. These segment border cells are recognized by dissociated myotubes in single suspensions in culture. Thus, developing muscles have properties that allow the specific recognition of the segment border cells and migrate to attach to these cells. The segment border cells are absent in the mutant wingless and naked. In these mutants, the muscles are severely disorganized. We show that this is not a mere consequence of disruption of the epidermis, since, in the mutant patched, where segmental patterning is affected, the segment border cells are present near their normal position; the muscles in this mutant are relatively organized. Similarly, in the mutant lines where ectopic segment border cells are present, the observed muscle derangement correlates well with the ectopic attachment sites that are present. Finally, we have analyzed mutants at the stripe locus and have shown that lethal alleles disrupt muscle organization during embryogenesis. Enhancer-trap alleles of stripe that we have analyzed show reporter gene expression in the segment border cells. Our results indicate a role for the segment border cells in guidance of migrating muscle fibers to their attachment sites.